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NOTE

Estab. 1872

The type used

in

this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in
the seventies.

New Vol. I.

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JUNE
NEWS NOTES

SWASTIKAS LOSE

Coal Miners Are Too
Strong for the Local
Baseball Club.
One of the most exciting and un
"doubtedly the best game of baseball
ever played ia Cimarrón occurred
here lait Sunday when the team of
the Dawson Fuel company defeated
the Swastikas in a well played and
evenly matched game by a score of
8 to 6.
This was the second of a series of
games that are to be played by these
teams. The fiist game was played in
Dawson a week ago Sunday and was
won by the Dawsun toys by a score
of 7 to 3.
Last Sunday's game showed marked
improvement in tie playing of both
teamB being close up to the eighth
inning and a number of very clever
plays were made on both sides. The
only double play of the day was made
by the borne team.
,
Delaying the game was Dawson's
long suit and many times the umpire
had to order the Dawson players to
their places and call time until he
could get the coa! diggers to stop
chewing the rag.
Captain Brooks of the Swastikas
managed to Fettle all disputes, but it
seemed as if every man on the fuel
team thought he was the captain and
would have to be allowed to have his
say before giving his consent to allow
the game to continue.
The litile bear, the mascot of the
Swastikas, occupied the seat of honof
and was the center of attraction and
an especial favorite with the ladies.
A special train from Raton and way
stations brought a large crowd to
witness the game.
Final score, 8 to 5 in favor of Daw-toBaldwin of Raton acted as
umpire

'
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SPRIGERSTOCKMAN

SECOND GAME

Been a fishin' yet?
Henry Farr was in town from the
Roy country Thursday.
Official
The first crop of alfalfa is going to
Made for
he two or three weeks late.
jaKe Michel, the busy man man of
Maxwell City, was here Thursday.
M. M. Salazar has been on the sick
Many of the detail for Raton's
list a portion of this week.
C. E. Hartley returned from a bus- Fourth of July celebration are cominess visit over in Union county Tues- pleted and the public may be assured
day.
that the observance ill be of a high
H. C. Abbott visied Las Vegas and ordei of excellence. An exhaustive
Santa Fe last week on business.
program of sporting events has been
Mrs. George W. Warder and chil- prepared as will be seen by a perusal
dren returned home last Saturday of the same in another column.
from a visit of several weeks at Raton.
We are plea-eto announce that
Frank Hartley went down to Las the oration in the morning will be
Vegas Wednesday for a few days vis delivered by Hon, George S.
Klock of
it with relatives.
Albuquetque, a well known lawyer
Henry Lambert of Cimarron, one
of that city and one who has a repuof Colfax county's few pioneers who
eh quent speaker. He is
are Jeft, was here on business Wed- - tation as an
a former resident of New York state,
nes.
George Webster and wife came where he served as district attorney
down last Saturday from Ute Park for a considerable length of time with
and spent a few days in Springer with distinction to himself and credit to
the state.
relatives.
A pleasing feature of the afternoon
Mrs. M. R. Williams came up from
Las Vegas last Saturday and is visit- ppDrtfl, particularly during the ball
ing at the home of J. C. Taylor south- game, will be the Japanese daylight
east of town.
fireworks.
These will no doubt prove
Mrs. C. F. Hortenstein went to La exceedingly interesting
Junta, Colorado, last Saturday, where
Up to today $1,500 has been raised
will
she
spend
some time vis by the finance committee and the
iting with friends. gentlemen are still on the hustle for
Louis Brown came in from Globe,
Arizona, Monday and
expects to
spend several weeks visiting relatives
here and at Dawson.
Miss Elizabeth Blackwell of Raton,
was in Springer Monday and Tuesday
in the interests of the savings department of he First National Bank.
The county commissioners have
been in session this week as a board
of ' equalization. Commissioner Tay-la- r
returned home Thursday.
Mrs. Darl Brown and son James
came down from Dawson Tuesday for
a visit with relatives and friends, returning to her Dawson home Thurs-

Program Shows Every Arrangement
Elaborate Observance of
National Holiday.
It has

been
decided to engage another band, in
order to have plenty of music on hand
during the day. Several well known
musical organizations are being negotiated with, but up to the present
me a definite selection has not been

made.
A magnificent display of fireworks
which will wind up the day's events
has been ordered and members of the
committee state that it will be the
finest display of that nature ever seen
iu this city. They will be provided
by the Akhurst-EberlArni9 company
of t. Joseph, Mo.
. I he carpenters of the city have
shown their patriotism by donating
their services for the building of the
grandstand
on
the amusement
grounds.
From the latest accounts, a grand
outpouring of citizeus, not only of
Raton, but from other places in this
vicinity as well are expected, and all
the visitors will be assured of a hearty
we' come and a good time generally.
y

!:
i Official Program of Sports
For the Fourth of July t
--

ments.
.

Engineer Condon has returned to
his old run on the Santa Fe between
Raton and.Las Vegas.
Track laying will begin this week
on the Cimarron & Northwestern
railroad out of Cimarron.
Engineer and Mrs. George Norman are the happy parents of an infant daughter, born Monday morning.
W. A. Gorman, general passenger
agent for the Swastika route, left for
Chicago and other points east Sunday night. He expects to be absent
two or three weeks.
The Santa Fe oficiáis who spent a
few days in Raton the past week arrived here on the return trip in their
private cars Sunday evening and left
for Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver Monday afternoon.
BIG BASS ARE BITING NOW.
The big black bass at the Springer
Lake are now biting freely and several
nice strings have been caught this
week weighing from a pound tp three
pounds apiece. They are beauties, fat
and juicy and The Stockman family
had the pleasure of dining on one of
them Wednesday.
Monday Douglas
Wright and wife Louis Brown made
the first big catch of bass of the season, eight in all, and Mrs. Wright
wag the champion landing five of
them. They were beauties and the
string attracted a good deal of attention. As the season has opened
many have gotten the fever and they
are .being caught freely. However,
it is against the law to keep bass
caught less than six inches in length.
Permits for fishing at the "Springer
Lake must be secured of W. H. Krem-is- ,
secretary of the Elk's Rod and
Gun Club. Springer Stockman.
representaSantaFe. Twenty-fiv- e
g
tives of the largest school boolt
houses in the United States
were in Santa Fe the latter part of
last week to submit bids for the contract to supply school books to the
schools of the entire territory for the
ensuing year. Between $0,000 and
$25,000 represents the, probable value
of the book furnishing contracts. .

Johnson

arrived home Tuesday

from strong City, Kansas, where he
went several weeks ágo to obtain
medical
of physicians
treatment
at his former home. Mr. Johnson de
dares he is all right again.
Unabiding faith in a country is all
rik'ht. but there seems to be a general
opinion that the settler in the neigh
borhood of Roy carried his too fa
north and too high up when he plant
ed a field of cotton.
Mrs. Emilio Valdez and Miss Vic
toria Abreu will leave next week for
Fort Scott, Kansas, where they will
visit several weeks with the two
daughters of Mrs. Valdez who are at

tending school there and friends
Dr. E. P. Brown of Cottonwood
Falls, Kansas, a dentist, and R. S.
Wood of Strong City, Kansas, of W,
L. Wood & Sons, Hereford cattle
raisers, were in Springer Wednesday,
going southeast Thursday.
These
gentlemen are thinking of locating in
t
to return
New Mexico and
sometime later on.
Angus McDonald was in the city
Monday and Tuesday, coming up
from Albuquerque, going to Dawson
Tuesday afternoon, where he has
situation and is to play ball with the
Dawson team during die season, the
first game to be played tomorrow
For seven months
with Cimarron.
Angus has been running on the Santa
Fe between Albuquerque and Silver
City as express "messenger and bag
gageman,
and he desired a few
from the monotonous
months lay-oavocation.
He is a splendid ball play
er and will very materially strengthen
the Dawson team. While in the city
his big bunch of friends were pleased
to see him, for Angus is very popu
lar in Springer, which was at one time
ff

bi's home.

daughter of Mr.
The
and Mrs. Long, who are employed on
the Miami ranch west of the city, fell
from a horse she was riding last Sat
urday and sustained a broken arm.
She was at once brought to the city
and the injured member was set and
dressed by Dr. Hopkins,
A terrific storm, accompanied by
all the perquisities of the elements,
wind, hail, lightning and rain, swept

COMMENCING

AT

1 1

A. M. ON

First

,rr

Second prize.

race
fat men's race, 200 pounds and over
50 yard race for boys under 15 years of age
race for girls under 15 years of age
Burro race
three-legge-

d

AFTERNOON- - COMMENCING

First Event

AT

1:30.

the Raton Range.
Hugo Seaberg of this city, Solomon
Florsbiem of Springer, Henry M.
Porter of Denver, and others have recently acquired extensive property interests in the southern portion of the
city and have elaborate plans in view
as to its development. Lota for resi
dence purposes have already been
placed upon the market and, in fact,
sixty-twlote were sold within the
short space of forty-eigh- t
hours a few
days since.
The tract is to be known as the
Maxwell South addition to Raton and
is located in the vicinity of the .Miners'
hospital.

300-yar-

.

v

Seats Selling
.

Very Rapidly

From

the Raton Range.
Tickets for '.'The Elk's Tooth" were
mailed to each member uf the local
lodge of Elks a few days ago and they
are being disposed of rapidly. From
the fact that the opera has been produced in so many of the surrounding
cities and has been such a great success everywhere, it will be an easy
matter lor the Elks to fill the Coliseum the nights of June 18 and iq.
Rehearsals are going on steadily,
several of the cast having mastered
their lines and are now putting on the
finishing touches.
The choruses are
rehearsing every night on the many
musical numbers and dances, and the
manner in which they execute some
of the more difficult numbers would
put the choruses of a great many
opera companies traveling back on
the farm.
Messrs. Brown and Klein are highly pleased with the cast, and claim
that the coming performances will
rank among the very best they have
ever had. This speaks well for Ra
ton talent, as these gentlemen
have been producing the opera in a
sections of the country for the p'ist
three years. The bill poster' have
put up the advertising matter and the
Elks are hustling the tickets and everything in connection with the com
ink production points to success.
It is a worthy show, given lor a
worthy cause, consequently everyone
should attend.

Went on Excursion.

From the Raton Range.

Moulton

&

Wilhite, the

5.00
10.00
5.00

new lessees of the Seaberg hotel, at
Raton, who take possession next Sat-

300
300

urday, are contemplating many improvements that will add to the welfare of their patrons. They have
recently placed an order for a refrigerator capable of holding.3,000 pounds
of ice, an improved broiler for broiling steaks and chops aod a dish
heater. They will also carry a line
of the best cigars obtainable. They
intend to leave nothing undone that
will tend to please their guests.

5.00

SHARP, AT THE EAST SIDE GROUNDS.
free-for-al- l,

through the county from JfTalls Peak
northeast to Raton, Wednesday afternoon, visiting Cimarron,
Dawson,
Koehler, Gardner and Raton. Some'
damage was wrought in its path, but
most of it was caused by lightning.
It hung along the east slope of the
mountains the entire distance and extended in with several miles, its eastern limit being ah 'lit fourteen miles
west of Springer. The wind blew a
terrific gale, the lightning played
along close to the ground, the hail
stones were thick and of good size
and the rain fell in torrents. At Daw
son lightning struck the E. I'. & S.
W. round house and killed a work
man on the inside.
The Fourth of July ball in this city
s going to be a dandy. The orchestra
for the occasion has been enlarged
and the music to dance by will be of
the finest and most

From

Messrs.

Quarter-mildash,
Colfax county
horses. Entrance fee $10
First money
$76.00
Second money
25.00
Secón 1 Event
pony race. Entrance fee $5
First money
35.00
Second money
15.00
Third Event -- Relay race. No entrance fee
50.00
Fourth Event -- Ring tournament. No entrance fee
25.00
Not less than three entries in any of the above events to make
a race.
$100.00
3:30 p. m. Baseball. Raton vs. Cimarron. Purse....
Japanese Daylight fireworks during ball game.
e

Greater Plan of Property Owners.

Take Possession Saturday.

SECOND STREET.

100 yard race, free for all
100-yar-

NO. 23

o

even a larger amount.

R. F. Vance of the New Mexico
mounted police, was in the city
Thursday from his home at Roy.
Frank declares his position is a strenuous one with the keep busy attach

Wheel and
Whistle

13, 1907

CELEBRATION PLANS
ARE NOW COMPLETE

day.

ptib-shin-

I

Real

Estate Transfers.

The following real estate transfers
have been recorded in the office of
the county clerk since the last issue:
June i M. R. Mendelson to Robert
W. Nickle, lots 22 and 23 block 1. Mc
Martin's addition to Raton. Consideration $1.
April 29S. A. W seman to J. W.
Furlong, lots 9 and 10, block 11,
Willow Springs addition to Raton
Consideration $1.
June 8 Mary A. West to Elmer E,
Studley. lot 19 in block 1, Maxwell
North addition to Raton. Considera

Quite a number of residents of
Raton went on the excursion to Van
Houten and Koehler via the Swastika
route last Sunday. The weather was
pleasant and an agreeable day was en
joyed by all. A feature of the outing tion $1,525.
was a ball garre between teams from
the two camps which was won by Van MEMORIAL TO '"BUCKY"
Houten, the score being 30 to 1.
O'NEILL TO BE UNVEILED
The unveiling of the memorial to
the famous Rough Rider, "Bucky"
Base Ball.
O'Neill, in Frescott, Ariz., July 3,
From the Raton Range.
next, will ge one of the most noteMessrs. Brooks and Fisher, former worthy and impressive public exer
members of the Raton baseball nine, cises ever held in that territory. The
now living in Cimarron and playing equestrian statue, erected by Arizona.
in honor of the First United States
with that nine, will resume their
volunteer cavalry, and in memory of
former positions with the local team
Captain William O. O'Neill and his
for the game with Dawson next Suncomrades of the Rough Riders, who
day afternoon. An interesting con- - ied in the service of their country
George Foley arrived in the. city test may lie looked lor, as the Daw- - in
the war with apatn, to be held in
Sunday from Rat m and .will, serve son. aggregation is a strong one and Prcacott, Ariz., July
J. 1907," is the
the public at the lunch counter in th the local team has won all its games
tk invitations that have
of
wordiBf
'
Oxford cafe.
. so far this season.
been aent oL
.

'

WEALTH AWAITS

BOY

WILL FORFEIT 150,000 IF HE DOES
1
NOT RETURN 800N.
Thirty Years Ago, When a Mere
Youth, John Wilson Left Home
No
After Quarrel with Parent
Word from Him Sine.
Ornaba, Neb. John Wilson will re0
ceive a fortune of approximately
if be shall return to his old homo
at Tecumseh within the next tbreo
years to reclaim it. If he fails to return within that time the money will
go to relatives of his.
A etarnge, sad story Is the story
of this, .man to whom a fortune ha
been left, but who will probably never
Thirty years ago when
know it.
mere boy Wilson had a quarrel with
his father, John Wilson, Sr., a proud,
unyielding old Scotchman, and in the
heat of anger he ran away from bra
home at Tecumseh.
His father, e!ie"ing 'hat he would
soon grow tired of taking the buffet-ing- s
of the world and return to hi
home, made no effort to find the boy,
and would permit no one else to da
so.
The days lengthened into weeks
the weeks into months and the
months into years and y'oung Joha
Wilson did not return to his "home.
His father loved him and longed foi
bis return, and his mother was welt
nigh heartbroken over his absence,
but the father's longing and the mother's grief were futile.
Twenty-fivyears went by and na
word had come to the parents concerning their absent son, now grown tn
manhood if he were living. They
were grown old and before they went
to their final rest they felt that thej
must once more look into his face.
A man whom they suspected might
be their son was in Dawson City,
Despite the fact that they
Alaska.
were SO years of age the parents set
out for there hoping against hope that
they might find the son whom they ea
longed to see. They made the journey
to Alaska safely, but found no trac
of their son there and returned tu
their home with broken hearts-- With
in a few months the father died and
soon afterward the mother followed
him to the grave.
Seven years ago the aged couple
made a will in which a large part of
their estate was bequeathed to thcit
absent son on condition that he r
turned to Tecumseh within ten years
to claim it. In the seven years thai
have elapsed since the will was draws
the son's part of the estate has in
creased until it is now estimated at
$.10.000. it
il! be held for him threi
years longer. If he shall tiot relur
to his old home meantime the wil!
provides that the bequest shall be divided among the other heirs of tie
dead man and woman.
The other heirs have sought to havs
the will get aside and to secure a division of that part of the estate left
to the son, but the supreme court hat
held that the will must stand and that
the $00.000 must be held for the sum
Ihree years longer.
Where young Wilson has been la
the 30 yeais of his absence from hi
old home nobody In Tecumseh kuowa.
He may be dead; he may bel Alaska
or the Philippines.
HIb long absence and their disappointment at their failure to And hhat
in Alavka shortened tbe lives of bis
parents, who were old residents of
Tecumseh and very highly respected
160.-00-

e

by

their neighbors.

HOW NEW WORLD GOT ITS NAME:
Albany Man Tells Story on 400Hi An
niversary of the Event.

Paris. John Ttoyd Thacher, of Al
bany, on Sunday mentioned the fait
that It was the four hundredth anni
versary of the naming of America.
He said that no attempt had ever beea
made to commemorate tbe event ana
added:
"The new world was named America in a little book written by Martia
Waldneemueller, printed at 8alnt Die,
VoKgeg
in the
mountain,
on the
reventh of the kalends of May in the
year 1507. The seventh of the kalends
of May when corrected by the Gregorian calendar becomes May 6.
"There was also an element of universality in the ceremony of naming,
fur it was a German who proposed the
name, it was an Italian name, the
book was printed in Franc and tha
language employed was Latin, the universal medium of mental exchanges.
It may be too laU to celebrate the
event, but it should Dot be too late
to recall the fact that the new world
received Its name just 400 years ago.1"
Contractor A. F. Cherry, who has
some large building contraéis in
Koehler, is in Cimarron this week
making estimates on'some new. residences which are to be built in the
near future.
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Shah of Persia.

The streets of Trinidad are not
what you judge the spirit of the town
by they are too narrow. A business
man of Trinidad told a Range reporter the other day that the Indian
raids made the founders of the town
feel that narrow streets were a safeguard against massacre, as they could
put a covered wagon at the end of
each block and ' stop a stampede of
cattle or a surprise from the Indians.
If the present residents could widen
their main street now, tomahawks
would be busy in short order.
J. M. Connell, general passenger
agent for the Santa Fe would make
a low rate to the territorial fair to be
held in Albuquerque in October said:
That matter rests with the enter- state commerce commission. We were
able to do that last year but the new
law on reduced rates and passes takes
that privilege from the railroads. The
matter will take some time before we
can safely announce what can be done
toward securing cheap rates from
points in the territory."
In view of some of the criticisms
that have been passed on the Fisher
Opera Company's rendition of "Flor-odora- "
in this city last Wednesday
night, it might be said in passing that
when the company appeared 111 that
production in Las Vegas the night
previous to showing 111 this city, the
company was greeted by one of the
largest audiences ever asenibled in the
Duncan opera house in the Meadow

pos-tabl-

AND

I"-

Real Estate
BOUGHT0 SOLD

J

On

f

Commission

Parties wishing to buy oreell either
Livestock or Real Estate, will
do well to call on or list their
property or etcck with me .
f

man whose years reached toward
seventy, full oT the love of life,
brimmed to the lips and eyes with
the true pleasure of living, was the
rare bpectacle that cheered the few
stray passengers in a Rocky Mountain
freight caboose the other day. As
they jogged along a bump was but
another joke and when a weary wait
came the old mau huiried to the tele
phone, if one were near, and came
back smiling with stories of the surprise of his home folks at his being so
near and yet so far. To him the
country passed was most beautiful.
chained
A bed of blue wild flowers
his eyes but not bis tongue, which City.
trailed out stories of lovelier flowers
and higher grasses, fruit farms that
has
Acting Governor Raynolds
defied the frost by blooming the commuted the death sentence of the
second time, all this at Taos, where two women, Valentina Madrid and
he had been sojourning. Then the Alma Lyons, to life imprisonment.
little red trunk he was taking his This is to be commended as the repgranddaughter and the little tea set utation of the territory might other
litfor a neighbor's child, were cheerful wise suffer. It can really matter
whether
their
women
the
two
to
poitions of bis afternoon of joy. It tle
shall continue
was so new to see a really happy man vapid inane existence
end now, but
or
years
many
through
that the other passengers listened
it is a matter of supreme importance
and some added their mite of pi. as
public of New Mexico that their
autry and the loog slow journey was to the
upon so momentous a public
attitude
made easier and was ended almost be
"Considerable mail coming in
question has been speedily heeded by
f jre it could seem true that the desti
for Curry. Shall 1 forward?When
our acting executive and the sentence
nation had been reached. Everyone of these wicked women thus com
may we expect return to United
thanked the old man and as a young muted.
States?
"To this the Governor General re- traveler remarked "He's all right be
plied that Captain Curry would leave cause he's game." Heaven give us
At a meeting of the
Passenger association which is
the Philippines on the June transport more "game" old folks.
i
and requested that his mail be held
to be held in Chicago, June 19, it
Raton is well prepared to celebrate probable that half rates for clergyhere. From this it is inferred that
Captain Curry will leave Manila on the Fourth of July and her citizens men will be abolished, as most of the
ee June 9th transport, arriving in nave shown tneir interest by going railroads are in favor of abolishing
into their pockets for an amount now their clergy bureaus and charging
San Francisco about a month later
My July yth, I am not advised as to counting into the second thousand ministers and others engaged excluwhether itis his intention to come to dollars to put up the aforementioned sively in religious work, full fare now
Washington, but it seems likely that good old fashioned Fourth of July that so many states have made two
ich
lie will inasmuch as he has requested Springer is to have a fish fry and cents a mile the maximum
that his mail be held here. Should Dawsoi1 will also stay at home, so it is only half a cent more than the half
f receive any further information in is announced. Springer would better rates clergymen have been getting.
the premises I shall be glad to let you bring her fish where there will be a
crowd to eat them and Dawson will
llliW.
Otero is charman of a
be at home in name only for her peo
Wry sincerely yours;
appointed by the citizens
committee
C. R. FDWARDS.
pie intend to come in large numbers
of Santa Fe to receive Governor Cur
"Hon. William II. Andrews,
to help us to enjoy cur celebration
ry on his arrival in New Mexico. .
Raton will show a good time to all
Delegate to Congress,
who come and no expense will be
Shoreham Hold,
SANTA FE COOLING STATION
Washington, I). C."
spared to make the occasion a most
The Santa Fc will make thorough
Santa I'c New Mexican. enjoyable one.
Raton isn't all the and exhaustive experiments in the
time spurting up with some little matter of
citrus and, other
President Roosevelt has long been public affair, but when she does en fruit shipments, of which consider
the public it is to a purpose able has been written and talked in
in iwii as an author of many inter-t- tertain
the advance and progress of the and is always well done. It will be a the past two years, as a result of tile
treat to have the whole country here study of methods of preventing the
e is also known for his ability
westto crowd a great many big thoughts as the guests of the city and much decay of fruit en route to the east
Vito a small space.
The following local pride is being shown in the gen ern .markets?, and how to reduce the
paragraphs taken from a speech crous arrangement being made for icing charges which are a burden to
mently delivered by him during a lavish entertainment of all who come the growers and shippers.
Let every one make preparations
nisit in Michigan will be read with
The company is having erected in
friend
to
entertain their
witirrest:
the new yards in this city, says the
"We hear a great deal of the need and add the hospitality of their homes San Bernardino Sun, a cooling sta
i protecting our woikingmen from to the gracious spirit of hospitality tion, the foundations for which have
uouipitition with pauper labor. I have that will prevade the whole city on been completed in the western part
wtry kittle fear of the competition of July the Fourth.
of the yards, not far east of the banks
The Cimarron public is invited and of l.vtle creek. The building is about
50'Her labor The nations with pausar labor are not the formidable in expecbtl to attend
40x80 feet in size ami will be iulh
competitors of this country.
equipped f"r carrying on these ex
.Mrs.
W'i.it the American woi kiiigmen has
aler.tina .Matltiil, the native ncrimcnts, the Spragtte system, being
to fear is the competition of the high- woman, and Aims Lyons, the neg'ress given the first trial.
,
ly skilled workiiigman
of the coun- who were convicted of the murder of
It is claimed that experiments thus
tries of greater industrial efficiency." Manuel Madrid, tlic husband of Mrs far carried on go to show that fruit
"Surely it is eminently in accord Madrid, at Hillboro recently, the thoroughly cooled before it is started
wi(h the principles f our democratic crime being coiisiiinaied by placing and the interior of the car thoroughly
e should furnish the highest
rat poison in his coffee, and who cooled before it is iced, will cause
life that
average industrial training for the or- would have hanged last Friday h
marked lessening in the quantity of
not Acting Governor Raynolds com ice required for the car to complete
dinary skilled workman"
"We have been fond as a nation of muted their sentences to imprison the iournev and at the same time"
dignity of labor, mint for life, were formally enrolled the fruit is kept and at the same time
ipvaking ol the
tif.ining thereby m.ov.! labor. Per- in the penteutiary ;.t Santa Fe Satur- the fruit is kept in a much better con
jura!!)' I don't thing that we lic.rin to day.
dition than when it is placed in the
The t,i women, which they pract- car warm, and then cooled after the
auderstand what a high place iu.i:;u..l
ical!- are, have begun to realize the car has been closed up, a. condition
tab it should take "
"The young man who has the cour- cno r.i'iy of their crime and expressed that to a certain extent causes a
age and the ability to refuse to enter remorse. The native woman declared sweating of the fruit, inducing decay
in a pathetic manner that she was
the crowded field of the
If the fruit is thoroughly dried, and
and to take to constructive sorry for her crime and would give cooled and the car is also cooled it
n!ijstry is almost sure of ample
her own life to undo it. The colored is said that the decay is reduced to
in earnings, in health, in oppor- woman, however, though seized occa- almost a minimum and the cost of
tunity to marry early, and to estab- sionally with feelings of rt'inorse, is icing is also reduced by practically
lish a home with reasonable freedom holding up the si i its fo the other.
half.
Ironi worry. They should get over
All citrus fruit shipments from
During the months of June, July Southern California, which go east
ake idea that to earn $ii a week and
s
ca'! it salary is better than to earn $25 and August the Golden Rule
over the Santa Fc, pass through San
company of Albuquerque, will Bernardino, thus it was decided to loa week and call it wages."
""The best crop is the crop of chil- - ch se evry day at 1:30 o'clock and re- - cate the coding plant here and condrtn; the best products of the farm open at J JO in the afternoon. Mr. duct the experiments on a broad scale
are the man and women raised there Weinmann, proprietor of the store, as the preliminary experiments confirst experimented with this method ducted so far show that there is merit
in.
of giving his clerks a vacation every in the plan that will warrant further
Assistant United States Attorney day during the summer months last trials to eliminate the objectionable
e year and
found the rcult to be very fcatwres of the present refrigerator
3) J Leahy of La Vegas had a
at satisfactory.
methods.
with President
The Golden Rule is the only store
e White House last Saturday conSubscribe for the Cimarron News-Prescerning the Las Vegas reclamation in the southwest that has adopted the
good
is
It will cost you just two dola
closing
idea
rule.
noon
Leahy
The
later declared
project. Mr.
that the interview had been entirely one and might be adopted elsewhere lars a year. Address the Cimarron
Publishing: Co., Cimarron,- - N. M.
with beneficial reiults.
aatisfaciry.
A

A week ago the New Mexican received dispatches from Washington
announcing that Captain George Curry would sail from Manila in July and
c'uld not reach Santa Fe before the
35th of August or the ist of September. These dispatches were published by this paper accordingly. It now
appears that the correspondents made
a mistake in dates and that Captain'
Gurry will reach Santa Fe about the
middle of July. The New Mexican
in
wired Delegate W. H. Andrew
Washington to ascertain the correct
date of Captain Curry's arrival if
The Delegate called at the War
Department upon Col. C. R. Edwards
who is in charge of the Insular Bul.
reau. According to the following
Edwards, Captain Curry will be
in Santa Fe about the middle of July,
the exact date not being known as
yet. The letter reads:
"My Hear Mr. Andrews:
'Referring to your personal call and
inquiry this morning as to when Cap-taGeorge Curry who was appointed
Gove:mr of New Mexico, will arrive
in the United States, I quote the following cablegram which was sent to
the Governor General of the Philippines Islands on the ,ld ultimo:
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Proprietor of the Hartley Meat Market
Meats for sale by the quarter
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THIS

TOWN BORN OF SPITE
VERONA, ME, ONCE KNOWN
ORPHAN'S ISLAND.

A3

BOY

der. Horseshoe-

with a series of
CHEATS

ing. Plow Work

DEATH.

Youth Supposed to Be Fatally Shot
Amazes Surgeons by Recovery.
New York. With eight perforations in his intestines and the
chance for life 100 to one against
him, Frank Garrison, 1$ years old,
walked a mile to a hospital, submitted
to an operation from which there wa:i
virtually no hope of bis emerging
alive, and finally amazed the physicians who attended him by walking
out of the hospital the other day apparently as sound aud sturdy as he
had ever been in his life. The surgeons gay hi3 is one of the mbst remarkable recoveries on record.
Young Garrison, who lives on West
One Hundred and Thirty
street
went hunting dock rats in the neighborhood of One Hundred and Twenty-firs- t
street and the Hudson river. He
was examining a gun when It was discharged and its entire load lodged In
-

Intended at a New England Metropolis, But Plan of Promoters Failed
s
No Church or Post
in Village,

Trans-continent-

o

íí

;

fe

let-Co-

rate-wh-

:v.

Verona. Me. The Intensely Yankee
town of Verona, with Its intensely
Italian name, was born out of spite.
Ixmg before the English fleet sailed
up the Penobscot river in the autumn
of 1814 and laid Bangor under heavy
tribute, the present t'- - n was known
had been suras Orphan's Island, a
veyed and mapped out as the future
metropolis of New England.
A long bridge, costing many thousands of dollars, was built to connect
the island with Bucksport and paid
for from the sales of a few choice
lots near the center of the unborn
city.
and Heaths and
The Wetmores
Howdoins and Bridases, who were
interested in the plan, looked down on
lid John Jacob Astor as an amateur
in finance, and thou,ht the rich men
it Hoston were bsars.
Later on it was discovered that the
lrawing of expensive mars and the
making of elaborate lar. would not
insure an immediate sale of real esThe promoters ran short of
tate.
money and became plunged In debt.
Thoy appealed to Hunksport for help
in repairing the great bridge.
When their prayers were not granted, out oí spite they asked the legislature for a town charter, and were
.nade joyful when the new town of
Verona was born.
The decline of weir fishing and
the
ihlphnlldiiig nearly depopulated
Inland after the civil war. hut recovery
has followed slowly through close attention to agriculture.
Though the town Is seven miles
long and nearly three miles wide at its
b'llge. though several of the residents
are wealthy, neither as Orphans Island
wn as Verona has there ever been a
sirtlleil clergyman or lawyer or doctor
on Its area.
There is no church, and when a
citizen dies he has to be taken across
the bridge to find burial In a cemetery.
There has never been a murder or
any serious crime committeed on the
Island since Its first settlement.
No post office has ever been placed
on the charmed ground by a benevolent and paternal nation.
No sheriffs ever cross the bridge to
serve legal instruments.
No minister drops In to take supper
with worshipful parishioners.
When a doctor from Bucksport rides
through the neighborhood it creates
as much of a sensation as a circus
parade.
If undertakers relied npon Verona
for patronage they would go Into Insolvency.
It is a place where no barber's pole
hangs out to allure customers.
No book agent ever calls.
An Antique Joke.
"Funny, wasn't It," remarked
as he dropped Into the office of
the Klyslum Herald. "What?" asked
the editor, looking up from the article
he was polishing up on the last matrimonial shindy kicked up by Jupiter.
The strong man laughed like a child.
'Why." he answered, "that my 12 labors should have made a ten strike."
Her-rnle-

sih

Cimarron,

N. M.

Leonard
-- AND

Hayward
General Merchandise
Fine Wines. Liquors
and Cigars.

First SrJ

E'town

his abdomen.

Strangely enough, the lad did not
lose consciousness, but realizing that
he needed medical attention without
delay, he shouldered his gun and
picked his way painfully to a hospital,
at One Hundred and Thirty-firs- t
street and Amsterdam avenue, a good
mile's distance.
For several days afterward

H. T. LANDS
40 miles east of Spiinger,
2500 aeree for sale. These

the

lauds are part of an estate
and must be sold. Also
many other small tracts

boy's condition was desperate and the
physicians looked for his death at al
most any moment. Then there came
a sudden rally and from that mo

ment the youthful patient steadily
Improved,
BABE IN INCUBATOR.
Weighed

C.

E. HARTLEY
SPRINGER,

Two Pounds at Birth, Four
Months Before Time.

N. M.

FRUIT TREEi

Elma, Wash. There was born to
the wife of Milton Spurgeon the other
day a child which weighed at birth
So light and frail
but two pounds.
was the tiny piece of humanity when
Will have a car load of Fruit
it was born that Dr. Blair, of Elma
Trees
from Star Nursery
the attending physician, In the ab
Co., Quincy, 111.
::
::
sence or better raclllttes, ordered a
chicken Incubator Immediately probabe, snd that
vided for the new-borthe child be placed in It at once and
the temperature kept at blood heat
With careful watching and attention
The nbove will be on sale on
the child has continued to live; it is
aud after March 1st.
::
:t
kept drapped in A Quest and softest
of batting.
Although the child was prematurely
born, four months before Its time.
it now gives every promise of living
SPRINGER, N. M.
It Is not longer than a foot rule, and tf.
is just able to mAke a noise when it
cries. Its little bands, clinched, are
not larger than ordinary marbles.
S. BROWN.
Its breatlng Is perceptible and regular, the high temperature that is
maintained causo the little thing to
perspire freely.
The father and
N. M.
mother of the child are living on a
farm about three miles from Elma;
the babe is their firstborn and is a

C.

E. HARTLEY

GEO.

Blacksmith

Cimarron.

girl.
Old Dog 8Igned His Will.
The first case
New Augusta, Miss.
on record in this state of a dog making Its own will, and of It being
offered for probate, Is reported here.
Fifteen years ago "Doc" McAllister,
the largest planter In this section,
died, leaving a pet hound. In his will
he set aside $250 for the care of the
dog until death. Ford McAllister, the
eldest son of the deceased, was given

Wagon and Carriage Works.
Buggits and Spring Wagons
built to order. Horseshoeing
and General Blacksmithing.

C. ALFOBD

'Attorney-at-La- w
Booms 6 and 7, Roth Block

control.
NEW MEXICO
"Tobe," the hound. died recently, RATON,
leaving numerous progeny, of which
young HIcAlllster la very fond. DeNecessary Than.
DALY
"It ain't true," said the milkman, siring to preserM the bequest for the ICON
ten the old
that we always put chalk In our benefit of the pups,
CIMARRON, N. M.
riallk." "Do you mean to ay," de hound was attacked by sickness, the I
manded Mrs. Housekeep, "that you boy drew up a will In proper form,
- Builders,
nerer do It?" "Well er never, ex- witnessed by two citizens, and placing Contractors and
I
of
aged
tbe
Stone, Brick and Adobe.
cept after a heavy rale when the wa- a pen between the claws
dog, the animal made its cross mark.
Esiimstee on application.
ter gits brown and muddy."
--

& GO.

USEFUL

NOT THE

BOOK-RES- T

RIGHT KIND.

VOGUE OF THE

Something Wrong with Hen Tibbies'
WILL BE ESPECIALLY VALUABLE
TO THE INVALID.

Quality of Pluck.
"You needn't tell me that pluck always wins out," said Uncle Josh."
tv n
sr
v
V
There's Hen Tibbies. Look at him.
UNCLE
BY
Ain't a pluckier man than him round
here and yet what has he got to show
Copyright: 1907: by Byron Williams.
for it? Pluck?
Why, when he gits
The Soul of the Rose.
started on a thing he never lets up.
"T'other day I was over to his place Bhe Rave me a rose tn the garden old
A rose, when I yearned for love!
when one of the cows got into his She
(save me the flower in the arbor
corn patch and commenced eating and
nook
tromping down corn.
With Its latticed crown above!
gave
me a rosé and I wanted her,
" 'Consarn her,' says Hen, 'I'm Just Bhe
The rosiest rose of all,
goin' to stay here and see how long Wilt;
cheeks like the hue of the apple
It'll be afore she get? all she wants
bloom
And huir like the golden fall!
and gdes out the way she got in.'
"Thar he sot, hour after hour, never She gave but a rose, while longed to
I
"
letting up nor showing any signs of
hold
giving in to her and after awhile she
Her close In a fast embrace
saw she'd met her match and began And take from the pink of her ruddy
lips
to weaken.
The Miss of a yielding grace!
"She et all she could hold and then "1 give you," she said, "Just a tender
rose.
Bhe t romped down pretty nigh half
'T!s thine! It has bloomed for thee!
an acre more, but still he got thar.
And always the soul of the rose is Illino"It come to be dusk fln'ly, and still
is thine 'til eternity!
Hen was standing by. Then the old cow
saw it wa'n't any use for her to try to "No matter what happenn the rose's
bloom,
make on that she was plucky as he
No matter Its fainting breath,
was. She gave In complete went back Remember the soul of Uie rose Is thine,
The soul of the rose 'til death!
to the pasture, laid down, bloated up
I ask but that love for the tender bloom
and died.
Shall live till the last reed blows;
"Hen's been waiting weeks now for Forever and ever,
'til death doth part
his potatoes to dig themselves, and he
And now do you want the rose?"
says If they can stan' it he can.
you who have loved with a pure-hea"Pluck! He's got enough for ten Ah,
Jove
men. But somehow, with all his pluck,
Ah. you wlo have loved and won,
he ain't ever caught on, 's ye might I circled about her my great, strong
say.
He ain't got ahead. So's I'm ' Andarms
did just what YOU
done!
tellin' ye, there's something more'n For each of the petals have
1
kissed
her
Jos' pluck needed for a man to get
thrice
"
bloomed"
'Tis
thine!
has
It
for
ahead in this world."
thee!"
And always the soul of my roae is mine,
Is mine, 'til eternity!
COULD NCIT BE HOARDED.
1 1

&

,

Good Also for Those Who Like to
Knit and Read at the Same
Time .
Directions for
Making.

This sketch presents an excellent
idea for making a book-rest- ,
and It
would prove a very useful present to
those who like to knit and read at the
same time; or for an invalid
whom
the holding of a heavy book is very
trying, and often, in fact, strictly forbidden. For the ground-work- ,
take a
piece of board about
inch
f
thick, 12 inches long, and six inches
broad ; cover it on the upper side with
brocade, carrying the material
over
the edges and gluing it down underneath, where a sheet of brown paper
should be pasted over the entire surface to make it quite neat. Next obtain a strip of tin
of an
one-hal-

three-eighth-

Inch wide and 20

s

inches long.

Get

BLACK HAT.

J. R. Charette

It May Be Worn With Costumes of All
Kinds and Colors.

General Merchandise

No memory of recent fashioaable
weddings lingers in the mind with
f

reater persistance than the

Our Mottot "Live and Let Live"

preva-

lence of the big black hat worn with
costumes' of all colors. In some Instances it is of velvet, in others it Is
of lace, again it is of the two combined, but always It is luxuriantly
trimmed with feathers and plumes
and always it is big and picturesque
in style; worn by the woman to whom
such shapes are becoming, it unquestionably makes a smart and striking
effect and even gives a note of character to a pale tinted costume, without
vhie.h it would fail of making any
real effect.
Yet there is danger of such a fashion being overdone and there are
some colors with which matching bats
are infinitely to be preferred, while
again there are a great many women
who attempt to wear these big, dashing models to whom they are not suit
ed and who fail to achieve any good
result. , To be effective black hats
must be large and they must have
curling plumes "and feathers to fully
carry out the regal appearance. Whenever such a style overweights the
wearer it should be strenously avoided, and In such Instances it would be
well for black to be foresworn for
dressy occasions,
using
matching
color or white, as small black hats
Beldom mean anything like distinction except for utility wear.
The
heavy black lace, which Is really the
Imitation Irish dyed, is handsome in
combination with velvet, and there
are some of the most beautiful possible plumes and feathers seen this
Frills.
Some men talk
to say a season. In many instances the flues
appear to be of phenomenal length,
nickel's worth of sense.
One should not mind their old fur but close examination shows the
niture. In a little while it will be feathers are not grown upon ostriches
of marvelous size, but the flues or
antique and valuable.
It makes a man mad to get a gas tendrils of one are knotted to those
bill when his wife Is away on a va- of another, giving exceptional breadth
cation and the gas hasn't been lighted to the feather. One or more of these
curling round the hat and falling over
for six weeks.,
There is seldom an incentive for on to the hair makes a trimming that
and the
an unmarried man to flirt with his nothing else quite equals
black hats so treated are among the
Titian-hairestenographer.
Even If the trust cases do go most notable that the season has
tvainst the Standard Oil company, brought forth.
it Is said that Mr. Rockefeller still
PRETTY DRESS FOR GIRL.
will possess enough money to keep
the wolf from gnawing off his front
Will Be Effective in Any of the Popustoop.
lar Light Shades.
One way to avoid a dispute is to
shut up.
During the
This is a pretty dress that may be
season the
young man who quotes to his lady made quite inexpt uslvely
In nun's
ovp, "Drink, pretty creature, drink," veiling, in white, or some pretty t
The sMrt, which comes just
will stand a better chance of buying shade.
to the ankles, is full at the waist, and
Is trimmed at the lower part with
inZFcftEAni
50DA TZ1 capan . j rows of satin ribbon. The bodice is a
simple crossover pattern, a little full
.i.
f
rt

& Bro.

SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goods, the Iudú
usually sold for 11.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c

56,00

gtades

MEN'S BOOTS

in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50

MEN'S OVERALLS

Best heavy drill, without bins,
the 75c grade , we want
you to wear 'em per pr. 5ÜC

Heavv drill bib overalls, worth
$1.5, we are selling per
pair at
75c

FINE GROCERIES

& CANNED.GOODS

Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lowerthan
many towns farther east. In cat) tied goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Creamery Butter at 35c per pound
Our warehouse is full of
feed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low.

i

J,

R. Charette & Bro.
Cimarron, New Mexico

.
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It bent In two places to form the res
for the book, so that the two end
spaces measure four and
Inches, and give the uprights, and the
middle one measures 12 inches, and
provides the horizontal portion, which
Is the same as the length of the
board. Cover it with ribbon to tone
with the brocade, and screw it to the
board in center of each end, so that
when not in use the rest may be bent
down and placed compactly
on a
bookshelf, or elsewhere. The screw
fixing the tin should be left loose
enough for the support to be turned
down. Just behind the screw put a
brass nail, which will prevent .the
rest falling backwards when the book
is in position.
The diagram gives the back view,
which shows that provision has been
made for the support of a very heavy
book, as under the board, at the back
are nailed two strips of tin, their
points facing towards the front; and
these can be turned round and out
at the back when required. These
should be painted, as if covered they
would not lie flat under the board.
one-hal-

f

'

Scotsman Forced to Get His Whisky
in Retail

Lots.

Miss lilizabeth
Marbury, of the
board of governors of New York's;
woman's club, the Colony, was discussing the question of the club's
liquor license.
"It Is rather a matter of indifference
to us," she said, "whether we get a
license or not. Women, you know,
are not given to drinking. They are
too careful of their appearance. They
desire to remain slim and fresh, and
wine, as you know, tends to make us
coarse and stale and fat.
"So, If we had a license, I think we
should sell littte. It would not be with
us as with a farmer I once met in
Scotland.

ONE-PIEC-

'

one-piec- e

one-piec- e

"rJj

I

China-heade-

three-quarter- s

Word as to Trimmings.
Trimmings are at a discount in the
spring models. Laces oh! yes, a lot
of them! But, for the rest, the watchword Is simplicity. It is a hand of
genius that knows how properly to
trim a skirt. Flounces, pialtings and
embroideries should be so harmoniously built Into the skirt as to seem
a part of it. Skirts made of soft materials only will be trimmed. And the
basic law of skirt ornamentation demands that the trimming be put on at
the right place either very low or
very high. In between is fatal.
A

New Striped Silk.
There's a new silk that is also striped. For instance, the stripes are arranged in clan colors instead of in a
plaid, and the results are most harmonious and rich. Bine and green
effects are a bit overworn, perhaps,
but in these newer silks they are still
shown for simple frocks, and fresher
combinations, such as browns and
olive greens, touched with a line of
black, are particularly nice.

WONDER.

Wonder Trading Co.
CIMARRON, N. M.

Fancy Groceries and Fruits,

Meat o.nd Vegetable Market.
Ice Cream, Tobaccos,
Confectionery and Lunch

t

STABLE

v

fííAriií'cV.,

r

AXLE GREASE,

cahsess oil, whips,

i MARK

COtt&S,

CLTvkY

BRUSHES, SWEAT COLLARS, and also
we wrr.H a satlsfnclory
alCKMORE'S GALL CURE,

HALTERS,

LITTRELL

BROS..

:
Cimarron, N. M.

The Way with Poets.
being with the unshorn locks was shown into the editorial sanctum.
"I have written a poem on the dog,"
he said.
"Whose dog?" demanded the editor,
fiercely.
"It is not on any particular dog,"
falle red the poet.
"Do you mean to say that you took
advantage of the( dog because it was a marriage license than the one who
not particular and wrote your poem says, "Drink to me only wita thine
eyes."
on It?"
When a man falls down the cellar
"I am afraid that you do not understand me. I was inspired by the dog's stairs Into a bin of soft coal the coal
doesn't seem as soft as the name im
fidelity"
"If the dog was faithful, why should plies.
Carry your own troubles, but don't
you hurt Its feelings by writing a
poem on It? Did you have the poor peddle them.
Sometimes even a man who drlnxs
brute sbaved and tattoo the verses
on its back, or did you brand them hard gets a head in this world. Eve
have one of those
on? "Perhaps you "
But the poet had fled! Pearson's heads?
That peculiar species, the peroxide
Weekly.
blonde, Is almost extinct.
It Is a mighty mean man that will
What Bread Is Made Of.
let his life Insurance policy lapse Just
The schoolmistress had been at- in time to keep bis
heirs from quar
tempting in vain by means
a reling over the money.
lengthy lecture to make her scholars
Not all the good die young. Some
grasp the names of the various Ingred- times mother lives to a ripe
old age.
go
making
toward the
ients that
of a
A man may wear his heart on his
loaf of bread.
sleeve and still have it attached se
At length she sent one of the chil- curely.
dren to the village baker to fetch a
The surgeon's fees may be said to
loaf, and on its arrival she held it up be cut prices.
and began once more to describe its
Two heads are always better than
manufacture.
one for the barber.
Then, after half an hour's earnest
Now comes the days of resignation
talk, she ventured to question them when grandpa will have
to go to the
on the subject.
circus again just to take Litjj,e Wil"Charley," she said to the boy near lie.
est her, "tell me what bread is made
A bucket shop Is a place where you
of."
carry In a bucket full o( dollars and
The boy instantly obliged.
re. lucky if you get out with the bail
"Please miss," he answered, eager of the pall.
ly, "holes and crumbs!"
A man who takes care of a furnace
ought to be a good poker player.
Funny.
A Bad Fire.
She What are you thinking about?
I have always been an admirer of
He Nothing.
She Nonsense!
One can't think of the bold and Intrepid fireman who batnothing.
Tell me what you were tles with the raging elements in the
effort to preserve our property from
thinking about?
loss, but my admiration increases with
He (impatiently) Oh, I was thinkleaps and bounds when I read the
ing about the same thing you were.
following from a New York newspaShe (blushing furiously)
Oh, how
aw ful!
Translated for Táles from Le per: was one
of the 'hardest fights
"It
Rlre.
New York firemen have had and never
was there more bravery shown. The
An Improved Version.
fire was In the sub basement of the
Beautiful Lotta Godle looked down building, and for more than twe
at the earl wistfully.
YEARS the men fought desperately
"Odo." she said, "would you care if But for the heroism
shown many
I got the bishop to omit the word
would have lost their lives."
'obey' from the ceremony
"Why, not at all," Bald Lord Bare- acres. "Just tell him to make it 'love,
honor and support.'

BANK
of SPRINGER
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

t4i

'of

N. F.

Ciire for Galls. Wounds, and Sores upon animals

" 'Oh, well,'
said I, 'why don't you
pet a demijohn of whisky and keep
it in the house?'
"He shook his head sadly.
" 'Whusky,' he said, 'won't keep.' "

.The ethereal

l

WONDER.

'
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GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

Capital Paid Up

S30.000

OFFICERS

C. X. Bla kweli., President
G. W. Gillkspie

D.

AND DIRECTORS:

S. Floersheim,

J. Devine, Cashier

M. M. Sala7.ah
Vi. E. Ai.ldrkdoe
NEAREST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON

J

Remsberg Mercantile
z:
Company

g

Novel Pincushion,
A
doll;
of a yard of any ribbon; one yard
bebe ribbon and a skein of silk to
match; a packet of needles, also a
strip of flannel, to be found In most
piece-bags- .
Cut the strips of flannel
a little narrower than the ribbon two
tripa twice the length of doll and one
little longer fold in half and cut
boles large enough to pass over doll's
bead, the longest strip buttonhole with
silk all the way round. Fold ribbon
in half, cut a hole and buttonhole it
round and put on doll. Tie bebe ribbon round waist,
thread several
needles with silk and stick in flannel
and you have a pretty needlebook to
bang on a dressing table.

C. O.

'

"Traveling' in the Scottish High
lands one summer, I stopped at a
farmhouse for a cup of. milk, and the
view from the door was so lovely that
'
1 said
to the farmer;
GOWN REIGNS.
" 'Ah, what a superb place to live
Season's Summer Fabrics to Form In!'" 'On,
aye,' he answered, in conven
Dreams of. Beauty.
tional Scots, "it's a' richt; but hoo
The lingerie robe promises to have wad ye like, ma'am, to hae to walk
an unprecedented success this season. fufteen mile Ilka time ye waited a bit
glass o' whusky?'
It is almost invariably

a
frock, it may not be what one would
call strictly a princess gown, for often
the waist line is definitely marked
by rows of insertion, sometimes forming a corselet effect. The
frock is found in all summer fabrics
for anything that is intended to be a
little dressier than the tailored silk
shirtwaist suit. From comparatively
plain designs it ranges into marvels
cf filmy lace and handiwork.
Fine batiste is used exclusively for
thin frocks and the manner in which
it is worked up with hand embroidery,
lace or tucks or sometimes all three
together, gives a variety in design
worthy of admiration.
A few choice models show the clever treatment followed in making up
these most delectable summer gowns.
One of these, for instance, is inset
wllh an openwork surrounded by
band embroidered sprays of flowers.
This forms the bib front and rung Into
long panels in the skirt. The pointed
vest and skirt flounce are inset with
Valenciennes
lace, and the entire
frock is laid in narrow tucks.

'

;

Wholesale Grocers

at the waist. The edges of fronts are
trimmed with a frill and ruche of lace,
headed by ribbon like that on the
The puffed sleeves are gath
skirt.
ered Into a tight band that Is trimmed
with lace frills, and a strap of ribbon
ending In a bow. The deep silk waistband matches the ribbon, and must be
mounted on a boned foundation.
Materials required: Five yards 44
Inches wide, about 12 yards of ribbon.
12 yards of lace, 1
yards sateen for
bodice lining.

Wc are prepared to ship inmediately

thing
Lard.

i

You may trim your bat with almost
anything under the sun In the shape
of feathers and still be In fashion, but
If you want to be distinctly up to date
you will aim at long, sweeping effects.
These may be attained with ostrich

plumes,
with
plumes, with osprey
birds of paradise, with coque feathers,
with aigrettes and even with wings.
Two new colors in hat plumage that
are finding great favor In feminine
eyes are the Bordeaux, which Is a
pretty shade of garnet, and an ex
quisite pale blue, which Is called
'del." An entire hat is sometimes
built of one of these colors, but with
the woman whose tastes are conventional a black hat with a touch of
either meets with greater favor.
Iridescent breasts, wings and bird
heads are very much liked for many
hats. Indeed, this seems to be a season when the somber in millinery
Onda little place. Flowers, especially
roses, are combined constantly with

feathers.

straight or mixed cars of any
Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

PLUMES ON THE NEW HATS.
Long, Sweeping Effects Is the Decree
of Fashion.

in

Raton,

The Lobb

New Mexico

Saloon & Gafe

CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Room in Connection.

Billiard....

Short Order Cafe Open Day and
A man becomes calm in the measure that he understands himself. No
man knows himself until lie understands others that are about him. In
these matters he must see more clearly the relation of cause and effect. As
he learns that he ceases to worry and
fume and fret, lie becomes serene
and happy.

light

The Territorial Fair.
annual terriThe twenty-seventtorial fair will be held in Albuquerque
Oct. 7 to u next. Every effort will
be made to make it the bicst territorial fair ever attempted.
h
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IMARRON, Colfax County, New Mexico, lies alogn the
CM sunny side of a gently sloping Pinon
Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the

Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. Thé summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. Themagnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
tne Kocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the best," the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
tne
and have the shops of the Cimarrori & Northwestern Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Timber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increasing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw ol, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil- ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns evren when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv-a- l
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
by
the
furnished
the mountain streams
waterfrom
than that
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val

Supply oí Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locality in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
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The Water

Calcium Carbonate
Calcium Sulphate
Calcium Chloride
Magnesium Carbonate
Magnesium Sulphate
Magnesium Chloride
Iron and Alumina
Silica
Suspended Matter
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many

towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron fif Northwestern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Everywhere along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fiv- e
miles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor because development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced

CELEBRATION PLANS
PRACTICALLY COMPLETE

THE GRIST

Of LIFE'S

Tí

J. MARVIN NICHOLS.

Naked and not ashamed

Me and

Adam.

Time has no mortgage on the

Citizens Respond Generously With Financial
Support Program Includes Sports, Speaking, Music and Fireworks.

--

From the Raton Range.
Preparations are going on apace for
the coining Fourth of July celebration. Since the meeting of citizens
held at the rooms of the Commercial
club last Monday evening, the various
have organized and
committees
settled down to business in earnest.
The finance committee has been doing Borne tall hustling the past few
xlaya and has already raised over
$1,200 and states that there is more
money in sight.
An elaborate celebration has been
planned and arrangements have been
complfted to run excursion trains
from Cimarron, Des Moines and
Yankee and possibly from other near
by places as well.
The following program for the day
has been arranged:
In. the morning, probably about 10
o'clock, there will be speaking as well
as singing by a male chorus from a
stand which will he erected on Fiist
.
street, between Cook and Park
IndependThe Declaration of
ence will lie read, to be followed by a
short address by a speaker of repute.
The names of several well known
orators are be,ing considered, but a
definite selection has not yet been
made.
Following the address the following sprrts have been arranged for to
take place on First street:
A novelty race, foot races, a fifty
yard fat men's race, race for boys
under fifteen years of age, fifty yards,
a race for girls under fifteen years,
tc. The foot races will be for 100
yards and open to all foot racers for
a purse of $15. There will alno be a
nice.
three
The afternoon program will embrace other spoits on the grounds
just east of the Sania Fe depat, as
follows:
r
Horse races first. A
for
running
ra:e
for
all
mile free

legl

Colfax county horses for a purse of
1100, Three bund.ed yard pony race
for a $50 purse. A dug tournament,
purse f 25.
There will alco be a match game of
base ball for a purse of $100. The
teams who will compete have not yet
been d finitely selected.
There will be music galore the en-

tire day. The Raton Concert band
has been engaged and will play from
early in the morning until late at
night If the finances permit, another band will also be engaged.
In the evening will occur a grand
The location
display of fireworks.
of the fireworks stand has not been
decided upon, but will be announced
later.
The appropriation for fireworks has
so it will be seen
been placed at
that the display will be a very fine
one. The sum of $500 has been set
aside for sports and the handsome
amount which will be distributed in
purses will surely attract a good
string of horses and riders.
The streets will be decorated in an
attractive manner and the committee
requests that everyone take interest
enough in the celebration to decorate
their residences or placea of business
in a manner befitting the occasion.
The various committees are working bard to make the observance of
the day a great success and deserve
and no doubt will have the hearty
cooperation of every citizen. No
efforts will be spared to make this
the greatest affair of its kind ever in
Raton.
This will be a good time for everyone interested in the future prosperity
and welfarn of Raton to show the
hundreds of visitors who will be present what the residents of the Gate
City can do. If you have not yet contributed your share toward helping
the celebration along, see the finance
committee at once.
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who lack them.
Try hard and fail splendidly is

.r.

Children

constiprtnf. ..pKi.Ur those conUInln
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Tastes so good

like It

Opiates.

YRUP

I ItH

E. & DeWITT ft CO.
CHICAGO

Kennedys Laxative Cough Syrup moves the bowel., contain, no Opiates.

SOLD BY CROCKER BROS.

.

Cimarron

LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

CIMARRON

in-

finitely better than never to have tried'
at all.
Generally the fellow who doesn't
know anything about the real is following the fake.
Success is not half so much a matter of talent as it is of concentration
and dogged persistence.- '
Some men's education seems to be
of more use to them than a safety
razor at a negro picnic.
Your right to do as you please is
always limited by the freedom of others to do the very same thing. .
Beat the other fellow Ut his job,
and one of these mornings you'll
wake up famous you'll be boss.
In what respect is the dependent
woman in the parlor superior to the
dependent man? Can you say? - ,
Some grown people are afraid they
will spoil their children by making
them too happy. What fools!
This old world, is- su infinitely ;$;icV
there's room, for you. The tides "of
the sea come and go why worryT

LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON.

ILL TREATMENT OF
PRISONERS CHARGED
Santa Fe, N. M. The Santa Fe
ew Mexican charges the management of the territorial penitentiary
with ill treatment of prisoners and
declares that one convict for no apparent offense at all was hung up by
his wrists for 17 clays in a dark cell
and fed only on "bread and water.
The Xew Mexican charges that
Real Estate Transfers.
former Governor Uagerman was inThe following real estate transfers formed but ordered no investigation.
Acting Governor Raynolds and Athave been recorded in the office of
General Prichard will investitorney
issue:
last
the
since
clerk
county
the
gate.
April 15 Batista Tafoya to John
Morrow, ltJO acres in township 30, ELECTION CALLED
IN OKLAHOMA
uorth of range 20 east. Consideration
William II. Murray, president of
convenMav IS Carlos Valdez to Luis Val- - the Oklahoma Constitutional
tion, has issued a proclamation calling
tract
Valdez
A.
J.
the
5
lot
of
dez,
an election August 6, when the connear Springer. Consideration fl.
stitution framed by the convention for
Felix
to
Valdez
May, 1907 Carlos
proposed State of Oklahoma will
the
Va'dez, lot 1 in precinct 12 of the A. be ratified or rejected.
J. Valdez tract near Springer. Con;
The call was issued despite the fact
'
sideration 51.
that. District Judge Pancoast had isMay 18 Carlos Valdez to Sofia sued a restraining order. Mr. MurValdez. lot 2 of the A. J. Valdez tract ray declares he does not fear a trial
for contempt.
near Springer. Consideration $1.
May IS Carlos Valdez to Petra .
Florence, lot 3 of the A. J. Valdez
tract near Springer. Consideration f 1.
May 18 Luis Valdez to Matilde
Valdez, lot of the A. J. Valdez tract
near Springer. Consideration $L
May 18 Luis Valdez to Carlos Valdez, lot 6 of the A. J. Valdez tract
near Springer. Consideration 51.
June 3 Mrs. Boney Schoenen to
Josie T. Rebal, lot 3, block 46, in New
Mexico Town company's first,
to Raton. Consideration $300.
June 3 J. J. Brackett to Victor Li
Brackett, lot 8, block C, S. E. of town
of Cimarron. Consideration 5800. ,
June 3 Jose Valdez to Julian
Martinez, section 28, township 27;
north of range 25 east. Consideration, S275.
B.
C.
Covey
to
F.
May 24 Charles
Koblhousen, strip of land north side
of block E, Covev addition to Raton
Consideration, 51.
May 14 A. H. Officer, exut, to A
interII. Officer, trustee,
est in lots of Xorthside addition to
Raton not heretofore sold. Consideration, 51.
May 14 T. A. Schomburg to A. 11.
interest in
Officer, a
all lots cot heretofore sold in North-sidaddition to Raton. Considera
tioo, 51.
Jone 5 James N. Cook to AlleD
Harris, a tract of land in the JameF
N. Cook addition to Raton. Con'
sideration, 52 500.
D.
Romero
l'JOC
Jone
13,
Nov.
k
E. A. Chavez, 100 acres In township
24, north of range 16. Consideration, 51.
June 4 Patrick Berry to C. L.
Mann, lots 22. 23, and 24 of block 15,
Maxwell north addition to Raton.
Consideration, 5100.

foreman of the barn, by
phone at his room at the Seaberg annex. At about the same time Thomas
liudd, night hack driver for the livery, drove into the stable to seek
slielter from the pouring rain and
took in the situation at a glance.
Mr. Rudd at once drove to the Seaberg and hurried back to the stable
with Mr. Ferguson, who had in the
meantime been informed of the accident. Dr. Frisbee was sent for and
also Frank Polifka, Sr., father of the
lad, summoned from his home on Tir-re- ll

'

N. M.

Schroeder's Drug Store
Raton, New Mexico

-

C. l'crgiiMin,

For anything1 you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Arti
cles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right

$

Special attention .given to Optical Work, and Satifsaction
Always Given.
Spanish Spoken

;jj

Manager

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

t
I

J. D. STEVENS.

JOHN WHITLEY.

WHITLEY
Successors to Littrell

STEVENS
&

Livingston.

! fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars,

etc. f

i

avenue.

The boy was beyond all earthly aid,
however, Dr. Frisbee stating as soon
as he arrived that death had been instantaneous. The remains were taken
to the boy's home on Tirrell avenue.
The lad was a faithful worker and
popular with the attaches and patrons
of the stable, all of who regret his un-

n

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

timely end.

Funeral services were held at 10
o'clock Saturdaymorning from St. Pat
rick's church. Rev. J. V. Cooncy officiating,
llurial was in the Catholic
cemetery.

injured in a runaway accident about
two weeks ago, is getting along nicely and will be able to be out shortly.
The family of William Jolly left
Brilliant today for El Moro, Colo., SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS..
rhere they will 'make their future
TO BE RETIRED
bom.
Slamp
collect1 rs should get possesMri. James Wool went to Raton sion of all the available special delivWednesday on a visit to her daugh- ery stamps, for on July 1. they are to
ter, Mrs. William Chandler.
hf relegated to the sovemir class. The
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hurdle of that these stamps are superflous, and
Gardiner returned Tuesday from a Postmaster Hill has received notice
visit to friend in Kansas Joe says that no more oi them will be issued
Le had the time of his life.
after July I.
After that date any stamp, or
Mrs. M. G. Sungelow of Gardiner
in vitdting relatives in Kansas and ex- stamps, to the am mint of ten cents,
pats to be aWnt for several weeks. placed on a letter in addition to the
Mm. J. Willis of Blofisburg visited regular postage, will insure its prompt
friends in Raton this week, as well :u delivery, if the sender in endorsing
doing considerable shopping while in the envelope places on it the words
"special delivery."
the Gate City.
Van
from
A. K. Quick returned
The late exhibitions of debauchery
Houten Wednesday via the Swastika
among the rich leads mc to believe
route.
Dr. Hobbs of Gardiner, who was that poverty keeps many a man good.

.U other ccueh cures

"keep-a-comin'- ."

Year Old Lad, Electro-cuteda- t
Goin's Livery Stable During Severe
Storm Early Thursday Morning.

ne side of his body was badkilled.
ly burned and scarred where the
lightning got in its deadly work.
As soon as Speller saw what had
happened, he endeavored to reach h.

L3

Mnthers endorse it

IHI

list-

Control thought and you control
destiny.
Who are you? Answer that, and
shrivel up.
The capacity to wait is no small
mark of greatness.
A man is never any more than what
he really believes.
Whatever interests a child is of interest to all mankind.
That's the
Get busy, old man!
shibbolerth in this good age.
Don't tell other people what they
should do do it yqurself.
That which brings unrest to your
'
mind is of no value to you.
Quality not quantity is what wí
want when we invest in children. i:
I despise the fellow that's all the
r
time letting people feel of him.
Your words cannot be immortal unless you strike the dominant passion.
Set your shoulder joyously to your
wheel of destiny and
The one thing in our m,ad rush for
things is rest time to think.
There are vastly more men who
miss opportunities than the,re are men

18

From the Raton Range.
Frank Polifka, age 18, empl yed at
Coin's, livery stable, was struck by
lightning alx.ut l o'clock Thursday
morning ami instantly killed. The
lad, who had been employed at the
Hable oil and on for about a year and
a half, ami another employe, Sidney
Speller, sleep there nights.
They returned to the barn after attending the performance at the Coliseum and went to bed. They were
wakened shortly aiter midnight by
the severe electrical storm. Speller
called out to his companion that he
saw a flash in the rear of the barn and
thought it was on fire. Polifka, who
as in his bare feet, ran back to investigate, lie got within a few feet
cf where the lightning was playing
n the electric light wires when he
was struck by the fluid and instantly

nobody's

AYA i

TAR

AND

ening.

DEATH CAUSED BY
FLASH OF LIGHTNING
Prank Polifka, An

N8rty

hu-

man soul.

Quit your whining
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CONTAINS

MILL

Brilliant.
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General Contractors

one-quart-

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

three-quarter-

s

e

S. E. PELPHREY

Gen'l Manager

!

Cimarron, N. M.

a

British Battleship Dreadnought.

HIS PHOTOGRAPH
(Dark,
young man discovered before the mirror in the dress
ing room oft his
office.
downtown
He is in the act
of carefully tying
bis cravat.)
"What f o o í
things a man will
Why
do!
the
I
dickens did
promise
Mabel
that I'd have my

THE

good-lookin-

picture taken for
her? Of course
I'd do anything to
please her but if
I'd only thought a
minute I'd never
Tying His Cravat. have saId j woul
But she has such a way
"Confound this tie! I don't believe
a red tie will take well anyhow. It'll
turn black or green or something.
Lucky I have another one down here.
My hair looks odd
I can't
make it lie' smoothly think I'll have
to apply water. That's better. Of
course it never Is smooth ordinarily,
but I want It to look right for the picture. If you're going to have a thing
done, have It done well. Does this
coat wrinkle across the shoulders, or
do I imagine
"Jimmy, drop that dime novel and
take a look here. See a wrinkle? No?
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Largest and most power,

HITS MARK FROM AFAR
NEW HONOR TO ROOSEVELT
8HOT.

AS

E

President Standi

in Washington and
Makes a Fin Rifle Score in the
Opening
Event for Marksmen in Charleston, S. C.

-

I

Don't Want a Locket Picture."

anyhow, I don't suppose the
back of my coat will show.
"Miss Typelets beg pardon a minute. Do you happen to know If a
blue necktie takes well in a picture?
Blue turns white, you say? Well, this
is a dark blue, so it will be a dark
sort of white and well, I guess I'll
put the red one back on. That's a
peach of a twist I've got on it no, I
can't answer the telephone!
"I expect my hat will get my hair
ay roughed up before I get over there.
I feel like a fool. Why should a man
feel like a fool Just because he's to
have his picture taken? It's nothing
to be ashamed of! That was Smith I
just met and I'd like to know why he
grinned at me in that offensive way!
Even if he knew I was on my way to
the photographer's he had no right
"Gee! I hope the place won't be
full of women and girls. Only two and
they're Just going. My, but that's a
stage beauty at the desk all right!
And she doesn't seem smitten dumb
with amazement at seeing a mere
man have some pictures taken. Ob, I
don't know. What style ought I to
have? No, I don't want them as large
as that. Most of my friends live In
flats and I really couldn't expect them
to move out all the furniture Just to
give my face room. No, I don't want
a locket picture she has one of those
already I mean that is
stunning?
"Aren't those bitumens
Oh, carbons, are they? Well, I knew
it was hard or soft coal of some sort.
"Don't you people keep this studio
too warm? Yes, it seems horribly hot
to me. Those are twelve a dozen and
those 18? Now, there's a fine photo
that man in the carved chair with his
head resting on one hand. Er it isn't
quite my style, you think? All right
I suppose you know. You think this
style beat for me. Eighteen? All
right. Now for it.
"My hair looks so queer, somehow.
Not at all as It generally does. It has
a plastered look, but then I can't get
it smooth and have it look any other
way. I kind of wish I'd worn the blue
tie after all. Why doesn't the chief
executioner hurry up? Oh, there he
comes, with that gentle, comforting
smile surgeons and trained nurses
wear when they are getting ready to
Introduce several brands of agony Into
Well,

'

your system. Well, I'm In for It. Yes,
I'm next bring on your chloroform.
Yes, it's a lovely day.
"Oh, you fix me any way you want
to. I haven't any choice. I don't suppose a chair with my hoad resting on
one hand oh, no, I'm not set on it; I
just happened to mention it
"How's that? You're rather hard to
suit. Just take It anyway. I feel at
if I were in a dentist's chair.
I
Thank the fates!
"All over?
never thought to ask him it that
wrinkle In the back 'of my coat '
will
showed after all! I hope Mabel
"
be satisfied.
"My, it's good to get out In the opeti
air again! I feel aa sneaking aa If I
had ' been curling my hair and powdering my face. It'll be the last I
ever have taken. Wish I'd worn my
other tie!" Chicago Daily News.

Charleston, S. C. President Roosevelt may congratulate himself on being the champlen longdistance rifle
shot of the world. Standing in Washington, he shot a rifle three times and
hit a target each time in this city,
more than 450 miles away. While he
did not make a bull's-eye- ,
he yet managed to get within the 24 circle twice
and the 21 circle once, and so scored
69 out of a possible score of 75, a
very creditable performance for
a
person who shoots only between sessions of congress, international incidents and other big and engrossing

ul

v.

timan a,

battleship afloat.
BERLIN POSTAL TUBES.

Connect

the Central Office with the
Principal Stations.

Berlin.

The Berlin postal author!
ties are revolutionizing
the convey'
ance of letters and parcels.
The idea on which they are experi
menting is to have an underground
tube with a large enough circumfer
ence to admit a man In a stooping pos
ture. These tubes are to connect the
central post office with the principal
stations and with the district offices.
Two sets of rails are built in this
tube or tunnel, one over the other, not
side by side. The upper set of rails
is supported on the sides of the tube,
thus practically dividing it in two.
Small carriages, running
on two
wheels, are automatically driven
by
electricity along these rails.
No locomotive Is used nor is there
any attendant with the carriage. As
many as six of these carriages can be
run together for conveying letters and
parcels from the arrival station to yie
central post office and thence to the
Various district, or vice versa.
By this means letters can be delivered In any part of the city in less
than a fourth of the time formerly
required.
So far the scheme is not
beyond the experimental stages, but
it promises to be a success and to
banish from the streets the mail van,
with ail Its poetry and romance.

things.
The occasion of the target practice
of Mr. Roosevelt was the opening of
the fifth triennial schuetzenfest of the
National Schuetzen Bund of America,
In Charleston.
It was the wish of the
riflemen to have Mr. Roosevelt there
in person, so that they could show
him that a rifle could speak as well
In German as in rough rider.
As he
PICTURES WARN WORLD'S END.
was busy in Washington, the president could not oblige, but he wanted
Whole Maryland Community Excited
to shoot, and did so.
Over Strange Phenomenon.
Here the secret must come out.
Mr. Roosevelt did not use the White
Hancock, Md. Intense excitement
House as his shooting gallery, despite
the strenuous reports that sometimes prevails here, and many persons are
And their way past Pete, the bulldog. 'preparing for the end of the world, as
Strategy was used, and Lieut. W. the result of a series of remarkable
Melton Farrow was the strategist. It pictures representing arenes that look
must be confessed that Lieut. Farrow like heaven and hell that have apof a room in the
aimed the gun, but President Roose peared on the walls
house of Emory Lopp, in Morgan
velt shot It off, and the record is his. county,
West Virginia, two miles from
Lieut. Farrow brousht. a
rifle made by him several years ago, here.
Some persons who have viewed the
adwork
and after three weeks'
say that no human hand could
pictures
a
on
on
justed it
pedestal
which it
placed
them there.
have
could bo held for shooting at the tarThe whole neighborhood is aroused
get. Attached to it was a magnetic
the strange affair, and crowds
contrivance, which, by the completion over
of people are visiting the house. The
of an electric circuit, pulled a delibelieve that the pictures
cate hair trigger and did tlip shoot- superstitious
some catastrophe, probably
foretell
ing.
The button to complete the
the end of the world.
circuit was In the White Hoiise.
The pictures appear in distinct outBut the bare pleasure of pressing line on the four walls, showing
pits
the button was not all that the presi- of flame and demons, while others
dent was to have for his part in the show angels and beautiful scenes, supperformance.
Near the rifle was posed to be heaven.
rigged a big telephone receiver, and
Lopp is at a loss to understand the
when Mr. Roosevelt made his shots he mystery,
and has abandoned
his
was able to hear the welcome crack of home. A thorough Investigation of
the
the rifle.
matter will be made by skeptical per
Gov. Ansel then conveyed to the sons.
president the congratulations of the
National Schuetzen Bund and its SCIENTISTS VICTIMS OF A HOAX.
guests on the excellent score he had
made and the thanks of them all for Discovery of Antiquities on Island It
opening the test. The band played
Found to Be a Fake.
"My Country, 'Tis of Thee," and there
was a great salvo of cheers.
The
Paris. That the practice of "salt
president said that he could hear the Ing" claims Is becoming quite Euro
cheering and the music very distinct- peanlzed is fully shown by a hoaxing
ly, and he was sure that everybody of the grave Academic des Inscrlp-tionewas having a jolly time, and he would
et Belles Letters. Last August
like to be with them.
Dr. Capitán read a learned paper on
the discovery of Egyptian antiquities
Dison a small island off Marseilles.
Substitute for Beeswax.
A substitute for beeswax has been cussion promptly followed, in which
discovered In the leaves of the raft new theories of the history of civilizapalm, a product of the island of Mad- tion were constructed on the discovagascar. The wax la extracted by the ery which seemed on the way to beuntil the other
simple process of beating the dried coming
leaves on a mat to snmll bits. The day, when Dr. Capitán read a second
particles are then gathered and boiled. paMr, apologetic and explanatory. An
The resultant wax ia kneaded into old man living in the island on whose
small cakes. Experimenta are being property the antiquities were found
nd confessed he had
made with the new substance to find fell very Ul
out its commercial value whether it bought the objects from a Marseilles
may be used for bottling purposes, In curio dealer and had strewn them on
the manufacture of phonograph cylin-eta- . his property in hope it would be puréf?.
chased for excavations,
.
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AWAITS YOUR ORDER

m DIRECTORY

Is carefully compiled and contains a complete alphabetical list of business firms corporations and private citizens of the entire
county; a miscellaneous directory of city,
school and county officials. banks,churches,
schools, secret and benevolent societies, labor organizations, a comprehensive description of the resources and development of
the county and the various towns, and a
Classified Business Directory of the Business Firms and Enterprises of the County

The Book

Contains 230 pages and is well printed on
good paper, and is substantially bound. It
friend or cuswill tell your
tomer more about Raton and Colfax county
than you could write to them in a week's
time
otit-of-to-

Til 0

,

wn

rice is but $1,00

and is the lowest price ever put on such a
Directory. Mail your order with 10 cents
for postage and the book will be mailed out
the day the order is received. You cannot
invest a dollar to better advantage than to
send the directory to your
patrons or to any interested person, or those
you wish to interest in this progressive town
and county. Let your order reach this office at once, that you maybe sure to receive
a copy while the supply lasts
out-of-to-

wn

s

epoch-makin-

HIE

RATON

PUBLISHING CO.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
3C

1

Tooth will rival Alfred Cobn in the
"Naughty Little Bird on Nellie's Hat"
which ho sang so effectively at a re
cant local entertainment.
The Raton Publishing Company
will furnish the programs for the per
Ira Duckworth was in Raton last arron will have her share of the fun formance of the Elk's Tooth. The
progr un will be a handsome one and
about that time too.
Friday on business.
E. R. Manning and wife stopped a credit alike to the Elk's, to Messrs
Good morning, you will have to fiin the city last Thursday en Brown and Klein and to the Raton
ever
lter your drinking water.
route to their home near Maxwell Publishing Company.
Frederic Whitney has been in Raton City, "after a few days spent in the
Poail Park country.
this week on a business trip.

LOCALS and PERSONALS

Folsom Notes.

"

'

..."

M axwell Land brant uo
(Q

!
a.

MINERAL LANDS
grade
Extensive Areas High and
awaiting Development

.
low
of
Willard Campbell, of Dawson, was
H. M. Rdroick, attorney at law of
in town Sunday and Monday.
Raton, sTopped in the city over FriClarence Summers went to Clayton,
Ore
Lewis Lloyd of the V. S. Land and day en route home after a few days Monday, on business.
disCattle company, was in town Satur- trip to the Red River mining
The Misses Pearl Grove and Edna
surrounding
country.
trict
and
day.
Short , of Johnson Mesa, were in
G. Lair, the soda pop man from Ratown Monday.
H. J. Bryant of the Rusten-Bry--iton, was in town this week making
Invitations are' out for the wedding
Cattle company, was in town last arrangements to supply the local merof Miss Ollie Rope and Mr. E. E.
eek.
chants with a good stock of soda and King, which will take place June 18.
W. H. Hickman went over to Koeh-le- r soft drinks for the Fourth of July.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Panley were
last Friday returning home SatJ. C. Sears, who represents the called to Trinidad last Saturday 'by
urday.
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance com- the serious illness of Mrs.f Panley's
grandmother, who brought her Up.
favA banker on his knees will be one pany of California, and who has offices
Mrs.
is
Raton,
Des
in
Mr.
Irvin
at
and
Green;
week
of
this
town
"Elk's
of the drawing cards of the
Regand expects to remain for some time, Moines, buried their
Tooth".
'
"
The Cimarron bear, the mascot of baby, Tuesday.
Help a "BOOSTER" boost anj
Miss Ethel Greyer, who taught
the
local baseball team, could nol
for the summer vacation.
subscribe for the Cimarron NEWS- home
stand the excitement of the ball game
irPRESS.
Mrs. Dr. Dally left Saturday night
Mexico
in
last Sunday and it was found neces
Joe Syms, of Raton, was in Cim- sary to remove the animal to hisquar for Illinois on a visit to relatives and
friends.'
..
y ;
,
arron last week and returned home ters.
Folsom, is. .expecting, to celebrate
Saturday.
Mrs. Hert I'ooler of Van Houten, on July 4 and 5. Everybody is in"'
Geo. Webster returned to the Ur- passed through the city a few
days vited.
.
raca ranch after a few days in the ago with her household goods en
Matt Emery's house, wirrf contents,
"Gate City,
Arroute to Taos, where she and Mr. was entirely destroyed by fire Friday.
As proof that the Elk's Tooth need Pooler go to make their home for the The place is located about ten. miles
will
down the Cimarron.
ed filling a dentist was recently put summer.
Mrs. Thompson, of Las Animas,
in the cast.
Chief Eat em alive has awful knots
Colo., a former well known resident
Master Lawrence Kershner, of on his legs and also in bis voice and
of Folsom, is on a visit to friends
Raton, is spending the week with Mrs. the children will see a "sure nuff"
here.
"iujun" when they see him preparing
Ira Duckworth.
Mr. Troinpson, who left his Usd and
Sam Officer of the Cimarron Sta- to eat six men.
board about twelve years ago withtionery company, was in Raton last
J. L. Nance went to Trinidad last out just cause or provocation and who
week, to meet his family and accomeek on business1.
has never been heard from since, has
Over one hundred of the new coke pany them to Cimarron, where they at last returned and is visiting his
will make their home.
Mr. Nance is children in this vicinity.
Ovens that arc being built at Koehler
with the Cimarron Lumber company,
We are having nice showers near
are already completed.
coming here from Hobart, Oklaho- everyday. The grass is fine and
Jack Records enjoyed being hit ma.
stockmen are rejoicing.
V.ith a hot foul more than some. of
Mr. Sanders, the barber, who has
The oil house in the St. Louis &
his friends did last Sunday.
Rocky Mountain shops was com- lived in a tent oil the south side for
Some of the girls in the Elk's Tooth pleted this week, giving a coat of the past year, has "folded his tent like
chorus have' Methodist feet, but only paint and the tanks put in place ready the Arab and as silently stole away."
Miss Allen and Mr. Costilla have
one of the men is so afflicted.
for use. This is a much needed ad
been engaged ás teachers for the same
There is no excuse for the Dawson dition to the already
rooms they taught school in last year
team not being good ball players for shops.
Miss Ethel Greyer will have Miss
they sure have enough lady fans.
James T. Lail, of Cimarrcn, who Bronsón's room. The school principal
S. A. Richardson, a painting con- looks after the timber interests of the
has not yet been engaged.
tractor from Raton, is in the city Rocky Mountain route, was in town
G. W. Greyer lost a fine cow re
this week looking after contracts.
Monday and yesterday, shopping and cently. The animal was poisoned by
Burton
Williams
Marion calling on his many friends. Raton eating wild parsnip.
and
Brown are in town this week frni Range.
Wrs. John Morrow and severa
W. C. SCHERRER & SONS
OF THE TERCENTENARY
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Webster, Sr., friends are spending a few days at the THE CELEBRATION
the Caliente ranch on the Verniejo.
"
:
Graty ranch near the mesa.
Cimarron ,
New Mexico
Juan Charelte, of Charcttc & Brack arrived in the city last Thursday,. ac- AND
BY
STATE
CHURCH
OF
JAMESTOWN
Ealon or Raton, was calling
George
unpanied
11.
by
their
son.
Geo.
Contractors and Builders.
en, made a business trip to Raton last
in Folsom today.
Thursday, returning home the same Webster, Jr., who is the manager of on friends
A
bunch
of 1,400 head of cattle were
the Urraca ranch above Cimarron.
day.
brought in from the south today and
Our government realizing the na- Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin and WoodMr. and Mrs. Webster expect to re
On New Year's Day, 1007, three
work. Grading, Teams by Dny or
- K. Disque. of the Tritch Hard- main here for some time.
shipped to points in Colorado.
ships, the "Discovery," the "God tional importance and significance of
ware company of Denver, was in the
Wee. Terms Reasonable. Estisettlement,
is
now
the
Jamestown
A large crowd of people from here
Speed" and the "Constant" set sail
city Thursday and Friday of last
on Application.
mates
Where Camel Got Hump.
are arranging to go to Raton next
and on May 13 landed their passen- commemorating its tercentenary with
Veek.
Did the camel develop his hump gers along the banks of the James a grand celebration and at great ex- II. s MEYER
I lie circulation
ol the dmarnri Sunday to attend the ball game be
jecaiiBe of countless generations of
tween
and
liatón
s-- J
Dawson.
will
They
river, in what is now known as Vir- pense.
J
every
'KtSS is growing
In the deserts? Some
The same men who set apart this
day.
If you arc not a subscriber, do a little rooting for the Raton boys
dentists say so. The thoroughbred ginia. Here was made first perma- new land as a home of English speakat-Law
in hope that Dawson will this time mehari, or saddle camel, of central nent settlement in the New World
AVHY NOT.
of
also
altar
set
ing
people,
up
the
the
Algeria, which carries
no burden the colonists calling it Jamestown
Misses Bessie Parsons and Dora meet with defeat.
Raton
church and planted the standard of Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block.
a slim Arab dispatch after their king.
Ktrshner, both of Raton, are making
Grunsfeld Brothers, the well known heavier than
losing
hump.
is
Its
deProf.
a short visit at the home of Mrs. wholesale grocers of Albuquerque learer,
' Arriving on Wednesday, according the Christian "faith once for all
the Italian anthropologist, has
Ponil Park Notes,
livered to the saints" as it had been
Ira Duckworth.
have disposed of their entire whole
identified
similar callosities minia- to Captain John Smith, they stretched
ages,
from
primitive
down
handed
two
as
sale
trees
grocery and drug business t ture humps upon the neck and shoul- a piece of sail between
J. K. Hunt and Mr. Kyus of Ra
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Schwartz went to
ton, were among those to take ad Gross, Kelly & Company. Gruns ders of Hottentot and Malagasy, por- shelter from the sun, and held their preserved in the historic creeds, and
Raton
Monday on a shopping trip
employed
ters
guaranteed
by
of
in
approwork
unbroken
chain
more
the
feld
will
in
Brothers
the future de
first religious service on the following
vantage of the excursion and see the
to the camel.
and
priate
to
obtain the bounty on some
the
vote
ministerial
from
intention
succession
entirely
days
their
the
to
it
believe
game
to
Sunday.
that
ball
Sunday. We prefer
hides
they
took with them. They will
dry goods trade and allied lines.
is no mere accident that ao old church of the Apostles.
L. H. Wood, representing the Rich
Migration in History.
Greatest
return
the
last
of the week
is
The
Jamestown
celebration
then
Elizabt-thtowii
and sug
Reports fnuii
and
ardson Dry Goods company of St.
No migration in history is com- tower in itself reminiscent
Messrs.
not
and John Rich, the
to
important
less
church
Joe
the
than
the
Red
River
mining
to
mark
diftricts
alone)
are
Joseph, Mo., called on the local merparable to the great hordes that have gestive stands (and
to the state. It is, or should be, a hunters and trappers, have caught
that there are a great many pros crossed the Atlantic during the last this sacred and historic spot.
chants last- Friday.
two bears and a mountain lion in the
In
Jamestown today is a misnomer, time of thankfulness to both.
I.. M. Ridout, who has a five mile pectoris at work this spring and that 20 years to enter our territory.
mining and prospecting have taken 1905 1,026.499 Immigrants were admit- for it is not a town it is only a name.
last two weeks, and that is no bear
Sunday
On
third
Trinity,
the
after
grading contract on the Cimarron &
a great change this year. A number ted; in 1906 1,100,735, and In the pres1607, the Holy Communion was first story, either.
patriot
American
no
which
But
name
a
Northwestern R, R., was in town
of claims are being sold and a good ent year the total will exceed the recThe location stakes for the broad
Saturday and Sunday.
ord of 1906 by many thousands. 8 neo can forget; a name that marks the celebrated in the territory now known
deal of assessment work is going on
30, 1900, 6.000,000 have been adJune
birthplace of a great nation, the cra as the United States. On Sunday gauge end of the track of the CimarE. A. Gum ley, an eastern geolo- in both camps and the surrounding
mitted, of whom probably 5.2Ú0.000 dle of a mighty republic; a name that next, June 16 being the third Sun- ron & Northwestern railroad were
gist, has been investigating mining country.
have settled . permanently In the suggests to every student of history a day after Trinity it is purposed to driven this week and the survey
property in
Klizabethtown disrnited States. National Geographic
E. V. Keep, brother of Mrs. Duck
1
story of struggle and of suffering, of hold in every Episcopal church started up Seely canon for the narrow
trict for the past week.
Magazine.
worth and formerly of Cripple Creek
valor and of fortitude almost without throughout the Jana a memorial eerv- - gauge line.
C. O. Wonder, the ice cream man, Colo., has purchased the Union meat
a parallel; for pestilence and disease, ice a service of thankfulness for Cattle in this section are in good
A Revision.
pnjoyed a very liberal patronage from market of Livingston & Littrell. Mr.
hundred years ot üngiisñ condition, considering the late spring
philall,"
said
dyspeptic
tha
"After
famine and massacre all combined to
lwth the local and visiting "fans" at Keep is a butcher and will no doubt
osopher, "what a man is depends give the infant colony its baptism of Christianity and of English civiliza- and the heavy snowfall of last month.
the base ball game Sunday.
receive liberal patronage in his nev. largely on what a man eats and how
,iIon I blood.
rehere.
business
I
already
He
has
The Ponil Park school is flourishing
V. E. Van Duzen of the Electrical
he digests it. The cook is the most
this summer. Eleven scholars are enSupply company, with headquarters finished and painted the interior of responsioie lacior in our civilizations
EAT 8WEET8, 8AY8 DOCTOR.
"Quite true," answered Miss Cay WANT POSTOFFICE CHANGED
at Raton, was in town Friday of t his place of business, which adds
rolled for the three months' session.
enne.
The old song should . be
Dr. H. Walker has circulated a pegreatly to its appearance.
week looking after some contracts.
changed from 'Hail to tbe Chief,' to tition for the moving of the postoffice Sugar Most Strengthening and ChocoA large force of men arc at work 'Hail to the Chef.""
lata Antidota for Fatigue.
FOR SALE.
To see the seaman-lik- e
action and
from Old Town to the building of the
A brand new rooming Jiouse and
teat-- the stentorian tones of the on the American Brewing Compa
company in New
Stationery
Cimarron
A
Harley
London.
noted
street restaurant property in Cimarron, is
Tough Indeed.
Captain" io the Elk's Tooth you ny's Ice and Cold Storage Plant,
Town. This is something that is physician bids fair to become the
which is being built on the switch'
paying $900 per year rent now and
hard,"
said
"It's
sentimental
the
would never think he is an undertaker.
badly needed and it is hoped that the most popular physician in London,
of the Cimarron Lumber company. landlady at the dinner table, "to think
can be bought for $4.500 cash. Inamong
youth
especially
tbe
of
both
fuwill
in
made
change
near
the
be
Subscribe for the Cimarron N'cws-I'rei- s The work is being pushed as rap- that this poor little lamb should be
vest your savings and make 20 per
among
tknd
Everysexes
the
dentists.
and get all the cattlemen's idly as possible, as the contract calls destroyed in its youth just to cater to ture and from the long list of signa- body should eat at least a quarter ot cent interest on your money from the
Old
New
both
and
Town
of
our
appetites."
tures
notes and the mining news of Col- for the completion of the building
pound of sweets daily is bis dictum.
start besides getting the benefit of
"Ves." replied the smart boarder. residents, it is quite possible that
fax county and northern New Mex by the twenty-fift- h
"Nothing," he says, "is
more the increase in the price of real estate.
of this month struggling with his
portion,
"it
New
is
will
have
soon
Town
the
ico.
strengthening than sugar. It Is pos The company's object in selling is to
and a shipment of goods arc expect- tough.'
sible to work for hours after eating put the money into other buildings
For Sale A good gas engine,
ed to arrive about that time.
four ounces of chocolate without feel- for the accommodation of i;ew comers
power, Bates & Edmonds make,
C. T. Edwards, a stage driver on
Quite Likely.
ing the slightest fatigue. If I had my
manwho
has
been
E.
R.
Byers,
in
condition. Call or wr'te the Klizabethtown line, met with a
way every soldier In the British army who aré arriving in town every day.
'I wonder," said the man who was
the News Preys, Oxford hotel, Cimar- painful accident while returning to given to thought at times. "I won- ager for the Dime moving picture should be allowed a quarter of a For further particulars address Cim
show in Raton the past three months, pound of sweets every day. My prao. arron Lumber company.
ron, N. M.
Cimarron hut Thursday. In coming der wbat is meant by the 'embarrass
leaves Saturday or Monday next for tice is to take Ave or six lumps of
ment of riches? ".
A party of five ladies came over down a steep grade this side of Ute
'The poor relations, very likely," re Dawson to become manager of tbe sugar in every cup of coffee or tea."
Mr. and Mrs; F. H. Sokini and
from Dawson last Sunday to attend Park the bridle on one of his horses plied the man who was one.
Asked as to toothache, the physician Miss Irene Sekins have
from
new Dawson opera' bouse. Tbe best
broke
the
orne
and
ran
team
distance
replied: "I can only advise people to Denver. Mrs. and Missreturned
the ball game and returned in ti e
Sekins were
.
wishes of his friends will accompany clean their teeth oftenar." !
evening. Ibey tnmle the trip on before they were stopped. Mr. Edthere several weeks on a visit and
Reaching a Good 'Old Age.
him.
wards was thrown from the stage
were.join.eil by Mr. Sekins last week,
borseback.
"I think," sa.id the reporter, "th it
'
and" received a
and-who is enjoying his annual vacation.
The prettiest girl in Raton is a li.tle
the public would like to know bow you
We notice that Albuquerque
Where to Stoo Jo Raton.
He will return to bis duties as con
managed to live to such a great age." Tom Tom girl and she is 'so uncon- making great preparations for the sprained wrist.
Palace Hotel opposite Santa Fe de ductor on the Rocky Mountain road
By perseverance.
.the cen ciouB of the fact that- it adds untold
J'ourth of July; well, don fre,; Cim . VViene.Wuret who stars in the Elk's
pot. Rooms 50 cents and 11.
tf
in a lew days. Raton Range.
worth to her work.
tenarian. "I Jest kept on UvJu."

Gold Silver Copper
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Our Mining Regulations are very

orable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
except reservaNew
Grant
tions indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
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Within this reservation Special
rangements
be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

All Conditions

are favorable to the success of the
District

For further information write
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The ilaxvell Land Grant Company j
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